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Understand the specific needs of students with
disabilities in the online classroom.
Implement effective teaching strategies to set all
students up for success, regardless of any
differences.
Design virtual experiences that will meet the needs
of all learners.

Session Outcomes:



What are you
currently doing to
support students
with disabilities
in your virtual

classroom?



"In a sea of happy little faces
in a Brady Bunch–style gallery, I
saw a white board with a message
on it, propped up on a desk. I
strained my eyes to see it, and
it read: “I can’t learn like
this. I have special needs.” The
kid was nowhere in sight. A
parent had given up trying to get
their child to engage on Zoom. On
day four (Branstetter, 2020)."

WHY???



WHY???



DIFFERENTIATION







Understanding
Needs



Is this
different than
the traditional
classroom?

Survey your students
1:1 support
Review data!!!
Use parents as a resource
Preferred mode of communication
Reflect and modify

Understanding Needs



Put the relationship before
academic rigor

 

Understanding Needs
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What can you do to establish
and foster relationships with

students online?

Understanding Needs





Focus

The primary focus is on
Social Emotional Needs of
students.

Non-Academic Convos
Learn about your
students, share about
yourself, assess their
emotional state

Impact

Schools that focus on SEL
can see an average of 11%
improvement in academics

Brain Breaks

Provide opportunities for
brain and physical
breaks. 

Students w/disabilities
One of the key factors for
academic success is having
support systems, like caring
adults who help them navigate the
challenges they face.

Mindfulness
Incoporate strategies for
students to learn to
regulate their emotions.

Understanding Needs

https://frostig.org/professional-development/success-attributes/


Social & Emotional
Strategies

Build community
Bridge school to home
Engage the whole child
Teach growth mindset

Understanding Needs



Learning
Competencies

Self-awareness
Self-management
Social awareness
Relationship skills
Responsible decision-making

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Understanding Needs



What to look for...
Lack of engagement (peers or adults)
Descrease in achievement
Unresponsive
Changes in behavior

Understanding Needs



Understanding Needs
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CLASSROOM
REMINDERS

Best practices for
maximizing learning

ONLINE
ETIQUETTE
Observing good

behavior
in our virtual

classroom

Effective Teaching Strategies

Teaching Strategies



Teaching Strategies



SCHEDULE

EXPECTATIONS

SET THEM UP FOR SUCCESS!

Be Clear
Communication must be clear & consistent.

Teaching Strategies





Explain course/lesson
objectives.

 
Make connections

between
activties/assignments
and the objectives.

 
Have students reflect
on their learning

with the objectives.

OBJECTIVES

Teaching Strategies



Questioning
Strategies

Seeking out evidence: "What makes you think that _____?"
Explaining: "What are some of the causes that led to
_____?"
Relating concepts, ideas and opinions: "How does that
compare to _____?"
Predicting: "What will do next?"
Describing: "What did you observe happening?"

Teaching Strategies



Virtual Experiences





Cameras
Off or On???

You can teach self-conscious students
to turn off the self-view mode.
If possible, don’t require students
to turn on their cameras — encourage
them instead.

Effective Virtual Experiences



Engaging Students Virtually
Waiting Rooms
Brief Office Hours
Embedded Feedback
Personal Videos
Phone Calls
Texts

Effective Virtual Experiences



Effective Virtual Experiences



Provide Choices!!!

Effective Virtual Experiences
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Thank you!


